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Focus on enterprise-wide operational resilience
Industry landscape

Regulatory agenda

Jul 2015

Jul 2016

Jun 2017 Feb 2018

Jun 2018

Jul 2018

May 2019

Q1 2020

Q4 2020 

PRA – Andrew Gracie’s 

Cyber Resilience speech

Jan 2015

PRA – Cyber resilience 

questionnaire

PRA – OCIR final 

rules

BoE – Charlotte Gerken’s

Operational Resilience speech 

Nov 2017

SMCR: SMF24 role 

enforced

FCA Technology & Cyber 

Resilience Questionnaire

PRA – Lyndon Nelson’s 

Resilience and continuity 

keynote speech

PRA / FCA Joint 

Discussion Paper

BoE: Nick Strange 

Operational Resilience –

progress report

Consultation Paper 

expected

Policy / formal 

guidance expected

Technology & 

innovation

Supply chain 

complexity

Cost & 

efficiency

24/7 customer 

expectations

Changing 

threats

Incident 

visibility

Political

agenda
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Bank of England – regulatory objectives
“Our aim is to improve the ability of the financial services sector to 

absorb the impact of an unexpected event while continuing to 

perform its most important activities for the UK economy”

Charlotte Gerken, Director, Bank of England, June 2017

Regulatory drivers:

Systemic

Stability 

Consumer 

Harm

Firm

Viability

Applicable across all Financial Services with differentiated and proportionate 

application to sectors and firms:

Universal Banks Retail Banks Wholesale Banks

Private Banks Insurers FMIs

Asset Managers Cards & Payments Building Societies

“We have seen that 

operational failures can 

happen and unless something 

dramatically changes, we can 

expect them to happen 

again…Hence the fact that 

regulators and firms have 

been pushing operational 

resilience up the agenda”

Lyndon Nelson, Deputy CEO, 

Prudential Regulation Authority 

June 2019
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Discussion Paper – Key themes

1. Board-down 

Operational resilience must be 

driven from the Board with clear 

ownership and accountability to 

drive differentiated investment 

decisions.

2. End-to-end

Resilience should be established 

across end-to-end business 

services that are mapped and 

managed across functional and 

entity silos and include external 

suppliers.

3. Measured

Boards should set clear impact 

tolerances and enterprise-wide 

resilience thresholds, then 

measure and report against set 

tolerance limits.

6. Recovery-centric 

A recovery-centric mind-set should 

be adopted with firms able to 

demonstrate adaptability or 

substitutability assuming major 

disruption will occur.

4. Testing 

Firms should establish rigorous 

testing programmes which 

challenge the organisation’s 

ability to stay within set impact 

tolerances in severe but 

plausible scenarios.

7. Communication

Establish a multi-channel, 

enterprise-wide 

communications approach to 

deal with disruption across 

internal and external 

stakeholders.

5. Resilience Culture

Resilience should be embedded as 

a key criteria across all 

management decisions and 

business activities and be core to 

the organisation’s culture.
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Global observations – Industry & Regulatory

Primary focus for 

global regulators 

remains cyber with 

less mature 

thinking regarding 

broader aspects of 

resilience

Major regulators appear

to be embracing the 

UK’s stance 

UK seen as setting the pace 

with Bank of England/ 

Consultation Paper expected 

in Q1 2020

Emerging acceptance 

that operational 

resilience must reach 

an equal footing with 

financial resilience

US regulators’ 

recent focus on 

key themes 

addressed in Bank 

of England 

Discussion Paper 

through MRAs and 

enforcement

UK domiciled banks and building societies first movers 

Sector-specific focus on developing service catalogues 

and associated impact tolerance

Global firms dedicating significant effort to developing 

globally coherent approaches

Increasing focus and activity across FMIs and 

systemically important platforms & third parties

Regulatory fatigue driving focus on business case, 

scalability and sustainability

Currently no 

agreed 

international 

standards

Extensive planning and pilot activities
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Enterprise-wide operational resilience
Enterprise-wide Operational Resilience (EWOR) is achieved when the combination of assets deployed to deliver important business services 

are able to absorb and adapt to shocks across all dimensions of disruption.

Services

DisruptorsAssets

Operating

Model

Assets deployed to 

deliver services

Disruptors impede assets 

and disrupt service delivery

Disruptors drive controls and 

pillar resilience frameworks

Services

Assets

Disruptors

A set of repeatable 

activities that deliver 

value to an external 

through the deployment 

of a distinct combination 

of the firm’s assets.

The firm deploys assets 

from across the five 

asset Pillars to enable 

service delivery

Disruption vectors that 

introduce service 

specific threats with the 

potential to impede 

assets and cause 

disruption to service 

delivery  

• Ownership

• Direct / Enabling

• Measurable

• Alignment to existing frameworks

• Considers channel, product & brand

• Technology

• Data & Information

• People

• Third Parties

• Property

• Cyber threats

• Customer / market events

• Regulatory change

• Internal IT & process change

• Supplier change

• Digital & Cloud

• Geo-political & Environmental
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Enterprise-wide operational resilience operating model  
KPMG has developed an enterprise-wide operational resilience framework and operating model which enables firms to embed resilient practices 

across the firm, with a particular focus on enhancing resilience of important business services. 

3rd LOD - Assurance

2nd LOD – Control & oversight

1st LOD - Management

5. Resilience

enablers

2. Service impact

tolerances & testing

Asset management Platforms & tooling CommunicationsCapabilities & training 

Impact tolerances management, metrics & reporting

Scenario development, testing & attestation

1. Resilience strategy, 

governance &

management Management information CultureExternal engagement

Governance & organisation Framework, policy & tolerancesOperational resilience strategy

4. Service

resilience

End-to-end

Business 

Services 

Service

Management

Framework

Technology Data & 

information

People Property Supplier

3. Pillar Resilience

Capability 

Process

Continuity

Change

Governance

Capacity
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The enterprise-wide operational resilience operating model must align to and enhance existing firm-wide assets and capabilities.

Leveraging existing assets and capabilities

Property 

management 

plans

Operational risk 

framework

Third party risk 

management 

framework 

(SYSC8.1)

Functional 

service 

catalogue

Cyber 

playbook

Risk assurance 

and controls 

frameworks

CMDB and 

Technology asset 

maps

OCIR framework 

and taxonomy

Business / 

functional-level 

Strategy 

Operational 

asset register

Enterprise-wide 

risk management 

framework

Org. structures, 

capacity models 

and role profiles

Supplier relationship 

management 

standards

Recovery Time 

Objectives (RTO) 

methodology

Business continuity 

policy and plans

Third party due 

diligence standards 

and processes

IT service 

catalogue

Current state 

Operating Model

Incident 

management 

framework
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Enterprise-wide operational resilience core processes
The processes of the operating model address the key themes outlined in the Bank of England’s Discussion Paper, while ensuring firms leverage and 

adapt existing practices.

5. BAU Service Resilience Assessments

6. Recovery Scenario Testing

7. Emerging Threat Management

9. Reporting,

Investment &

Service Enhancement

8. Recovery Planning & Management

1. Enterprise

Service

Management

2. Strategy & 

Operating 

Model

3. Learning & 

Behaviour

4. Data &

Tooling

Prepare & Enable Assess & Test Enhance
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Enhancing Enterprise Service Management to drive Resilience and Value

Enterprise Service Management Benefits:

▪ Enhance and protect brand and reputation

▪ Reduce operational risk incidents and associated losses

▪ Reduce remediation costs

▪ Support convergence, simplification and de-duplication of 

regulatory, risk and control frameworks

▪ Enhanced service understanding enables service innovation and 

competitive advantage

▪ Drive simplification of associated risk and regulatory technology 

infrastructure

▪ Rationalisation of service / process taxonomies

▪ Enable cost management and performance optimisation across 

end-to-end services 

▪ Potential for longer term reduction in capital requirements

▪ Headcount rationalisation 

Managing operational resilience is most effectively addressed by focusing on business services instead of traditional desk and product views. Targeted 

investment and focus on enterprise service management has the potential to deliver wide-reaching benefits beyond resilience.

Enterprise

Service

Management Risk & 

Conduct

Customer 

Experience

Resilience

Digital 

Transformation

Cost

1 Enterprise service management
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Mapping of assets to services
Once a service catalogue has been developed, key assets such as technology, data, people, property and suppliers / third parties must be mapped to the 

service in order to understand fully services dependencies.

Offices

Branches

Contact Centres

Scanning Centres

Data Centres

Third party applications

Membership schemes/FMI 

Internal Applications

Policies & Standards

Patents

Social Media

ATMs

Cloud Servers

Desktops & Laptops

Mobile Phones

Mainframes

Network Hardware

Desk Phones

Racks

Specific Branch Devices

Access Control Equipment

Remote Connectivity

Printers 

Trademarks

End-User Computing

Financial Data 

Employee Data

Marketing Data 

Critical staff

Change capability 

Servers

Domain Names 

Customer Data
Service owner

Service

Intellectual PropertyInfrastructure Licences Property

Intellectual PropertyInfrastructure Data People 

Benefits

• Supports enhanced 

understanding of 

interconnectedness between 

series and operational assets

• Improves awareness of availability 

of substitutes during disruption 

• Supports robust business 

continuity planning and incident 

management

1 Enterprise service management
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Operational resilience requires extensive data sets to be developed and maintained. Effective tooling is essential to ensure the long-term success of 

embedding resilience across the organisation. 
Operational resilience requires extensive data sets to be developed and maintained. Effective tooling is essential to overcome some common challenges 

(e.g. data sourcing, quality, coverage) and ensure the long-term success of embedding resilience across the organisation. 

Illustrative service dashboard
9 Reporting, investment & service 

enhancements

2. End-to-end process threat radar1. Pillar Assessments Service Director’s    

Assessment

Health & Safety

Maintenance

Property Assets

Environmental

Property

Red Call-outs: 

— N/A

Amber

Hiring

Attrition

Headcount

Absence

People

Red Call-outs: 

— Survey results showing 

low engagement and 

poor training take up 

Amber

Availability

Disaster Recovery

Batch Management

Incident Management

IT

Red Call-outs: 

— N/A

Amber

Pen Testing

Vulnerability 

Assessment

Security Incident 

Management

Access recertification

Information

Red Call-outs: 

— Access Control

— See Pillar summary 

slide for detail

Red

Financial Stability

Performance vs SLA

Co-testing

Control testing/on

site assurance

Sourcing Green

Red

— Deterioration in service 

assessment from Amber to Red 

driven by Information / data pillar 

assessment deteriorating from 

amber in last period 

— Service Director has developed 

package of interventions with  

Pillar owner to reinforce identified 

cyber related vulnerabilities 

— Projected to return to Amber by 

next reporting cycle and Green by 

quarter end in line with 

implementation of remedial 

actions

— Key 3rd party infrastructure 

migration scheduled to go-live in 

3-weeks time will require close 

management

E2E Service 

Resilience

Assessment:

3. Impact Tolerance Threshold

Infrastructure 

at TPP  

Increased 

organised crime 

Increased state 

sponsored attacks

Target migration 

New customer app 

Payment volume 

Increased trend 

Internal 

Impending OR 

regulations 

Brexit 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Key:

Threat not mitigated

Threat partially mitigated

Threat mostly mitigated

Threat fully mitigated

8

9

7

5

4
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change
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landscape

Major 

transformation

Internal process 

change

IT change
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Three 

months
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Scenario 2
Scenario 1

Scenario 3

Scenario 4

Key:

Scenario not recovered within tolerance

Scenario recovered within tolerance

Call outs:

— Scenario 2: Primary team unable to access office and 

systems  

— Scenario:3: IT unable to rebuild application in time
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Data and tooling key challenges

Coverage & 

depth of data

Granularity of 

asset mapping

Multiple golden 

sources

Frequency & 

granularity of 

reporting cycles

Data limitations 

across E2E service 

Enterprise 

scalability 

4 Tooling & data
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Maturity assessment
Current state analysis against key themes highlighted in 2018 Discussion Paper

Typical Pilot and Early Stage Execution Activities

Strategy
Outline the ambition for operational resilience implementation

Operating model
Documenting the processes, governance and roles required to manage EWOR

Service assessment pilot
Conducting a resilience assessment of a pilot service

Impact tolerances & scenarios
Define and assess through severe but plausible scenarios

Roadmap definition & business case
Activities required to embed operating model into BAU

Data & tooling assessment
Assess tooling for management and maintenance of EWOR

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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